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Editor’s Note

OFFICIAL PARTNERS

Sole DXB has partnered with Moloobhoy & Brown 
an award-winning independent design and brand 
communication studio based in Dubai. 

www.moloobhoybrown.com   @moloobhoybrown

Sole DXB has partnered with TINKAH, a 
multidisciplinary design studio based in Dubai to 
conceptualize and design the 2016 event venue.

 www.tinkah.com

We’d love to say that when this all started, we knew 
exactly what we’d look like today. We didn’t. 

It’s because Sole DXB isn’t just our event. It’s a collective 
vision of how we can all contribute to the place we 
call home. The voices that saw Dubai as an unlikely 
candidate to represent the culture have grown quieter, 
as our Friends and Family from around the world join us 
every year to help us push this movement forward. 

Your ideas have found believers as your shop-fronts 
open, your leagues get larger, your tracks drop louder, 
and your art gets recognised. The marking of these 
milestones is also a reminder of how much is left for us 
to do. Just as we didn’t know what the last 5 years would 
look like, we wait in eager anticipation for the next 5 to 
unfold, together. 

So this November 18th – 19th, please join us in 
celebrating 5 years in the City of Gold. We’re just  
getting started.

Peace and Love,

Your Sole Family
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“The Arc of 
History Breaks 
Toward Us”
Written by Carlos Mare aka Mare139

As we survey the arc of Hip Hop History, Rap music, DJ 
culture, B-boying, and Graffiti, one can conclude that 
the impact and longevity of the culture is assuredly in 
place for the years to come. Unlike previous cultural 
innovations like Blues, Jazz, Rock and Roll, and Disco, 
there has never been a culture that has impacted 
the globe in the profound way Hip Hop has. What is 
important to consider is not just where Hip Hop began, in 
the ghettos of the South Bronx, Manhattan and Brooklyn, 
but where it aspires to go. 

Hip Hop is without physical borders or creative 
boundaries, it’s a movement that speaks to and engages 
the imagination of youth worldwide. The diversity 
in languages, music, dance and art practices are 
astounding and serve as a testament to the adaptability 
of today’s urban youth. There are so many cross sections 
of world culture and design being remixed into Hip 
Hop. With advances in technology, the culture has 
thrived into deeper pockets of societies, giving rise to 
countless talents and creating a self sustaining ecosystem 
around its talent and material goods. Inroads into areas 
of community-service, education, professional and 
personal development add to the ever increasing reach 
of the culture. 

Today we are entering a new chapter in which cultural 
capital is valued, where the name is bigger than the art 
and where the art is larger than life. Street Art murals, 
which owe much of their success to Graffiti and earlier 
muralist movements, are a global phenomenon that have 
resurrected communities in neglect, added to property 
values and inadvertently become a signifier of potential 
gentrification. Their acceptance does not over-shadow 
what illegal art continues to proliferate the streets but 
rather have created a subgenre that goes beyond the 
constrictions of letter- based graffiti which has afforded 
it entree in the art world of galleries and museums, all the 
while maintaining its roots to the streets.

B-boying has become an industry onto itself that seeks 
to be recognized as comparable to Jazz or Ballet dance 
forms. The organizing of dance competitions and staged 
productions has considerable appeal to younger kids as 
they can project themselves toward roles of participation 
as dancers, promoters or videographers to name a  
few possibilities surrounding the dancers today. There 
even seems an inevitability of it becoming an olympic-
caliber sport. 

While Rap itself has departed from call and response 
style into something more individualistic and regional, 
there is no longer a sound but rather sounds and 
languages that we have never heard. The shift toward 
internet content has disrupted the music industry model 
and given the artist control not only over how they are 
seen and heard but also how profits are shared. Rap 
stars are now stakeholders. Whether it’s a share in a 
record label or ownership of internet streaming services, 
Rappers have lead the way in the entrepreneurship of 
Hip Hop.

Not to be left out, the DJ culture has greatly benefitted 
from advances in technology, some of which they have 
inspired, namely the turntables replaced by digital 
playback technology that emulates vinyl playback. No 
longer relegated to backing up an MC the modern DJ 
has carved their own individual space as a centre-stage 
impresario, performer and producer. 

What Hip Hop was and is, remains to be constant, 
aspirational, individual, innovative and outspoken, it’s a 
culture thriving on its own terms. It’s future remains to be 
seen but ahead of us we may not be speaking of Hip Hop 
in terms as a thing but rather a way, a way forward; an 
outlet that will spur the next big idea. 

Hip Hop is without physical borders or  
creative boundaries, it’s a movement that 
speaks to and engages the imagination  

of youth worldwide.
––––



76 Campaign 2016

In the dusty backstreets of one of Dubai’s oldest 
neighbourhoods lies Deira, a place where tradition meets 
necessity – signs simply marked ‘Al Souq’ emblazoned 
with the outline of a necklace point the way. The souqs, 
traditional shopping bazaars native to the Middle East, 
hint at days that once were. At least 100 years old and 
once a major link in the world’s historic trade routes, 
they sit in traditional style, rows upon rows zig-zagging 
down narrow pathways with wooden roofs. A few steps 
further and it is the gold souks that brighten the path 
of what still is a city where this precious metal is the 
lifeblood pumping through its newly etched veins. In a 
nod to this cultural heritage, Sole DXB present their 2016 
campaign, a contemporary documentation of this age-
old craftsmanship and how it continues to thrive in this 
present day.

Produced Sole
Photographed Farel Bisotto

‘CITY OF GOLD’
www.soledxb.com/films
Videographer Joshua Lawrence
Creative Director Hussain Moloobhoy 
Agency Moloobhoy & Brown
Soundtrack Raj Malhotra 
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Lineup

19th Nov

Skepta
2016 Mercury Music Prize Winner

9
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Diamond D
Large Professor
Opening Party

(Invitation Only)

17th Nov
Lineup

Dam Funk

Little Simz

Stretch Armstrong
DJ Clark Kent

After Party

18th Nov



BJ The  
Chicago Kid 

Presented by PUMA SELECT

18th Nov
12 soledxb.com

Special Guest 
Presented by adidas Originals

18th Nov
13Lineup
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Tom Crane
Dave Lubin

Andy Baxter
Geordan Reid-Campbell

Hamdan Al Abri
Jibberish

The Recipe
Kosher

BRAPP Artist

Megadon
Shadi Megallaa

Shef Codes
Aeli

Frezidante
MoCity

Brooklyn
Adil

Lobito Brigante
Dan Greenpeace 

Performing Artists & DJs

BRAPP® is a platform to discover and showcase music, 
record videos over beats and collaborate with people 
all over the world. The Brapp app puts a powerful 
studio in your pocket. Artists and music lovers in over 90 
countries are using Brapp to record videos on beats by 
producers around the world, find excellent beat makers 
and people to collaborate with, upload their beats, mix 
their recordings with the free and powerful audio effects, 
enhance videos with built in video filters, share videos 
and beats and discover, connect and keep up with new 
musical collaborations as they happen.

Sole DXB x BRAPP® 
UAE & UK MC Search

Competition will run for 1 week. Three finalists will be 
picked to go for a second round after which a winner will 
be selected. Artists can perform on any beat in the app 
and use the #soledxb and #brapphd - all videos have to 
have 500 plays to qualify. 

Prize The winner will feature in a series of Brapp HD 
Freestyle videos shot at Sole DXB, freestyle on Kish Kash 
& Dan Greenpeace’s “All City” radio show broadcasted 
from Sole DXB venue and perform on the Sole DXB  
Main Stage.

The winner will feature in a series of Brapp HD Freestyle 
videos shot at Sole DXB, freestyle on Kish Kash &  
Dan Greenpeace’s “All City” radio show broadcasted 
from Sole DXB venue and perform on the Sole DXB  
Main Stage.

For more details visit soledxb.com

Sole DXB x BRAPP
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Stretch and Bobbito
 

The All City Show 

The Dukkan Show

17
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For Those  
Who Know… 
the Playground
By Bobbito Garcia

For those who have crashed their skulls against poles, chain link fences,  
and concrete after taking it to the butter, and have gotten up and kept playing 

For those who have scraped open their elbows or palms after falling from trying  
to cook their defender with some freak disco

For those who have had their hands so dirty they had to wash them with Ajax

For those who have sweated in the sun so much in one day that their faces  
were crusted with dried salt 

For those who have played on concrete so many years they can put their hands  
on top of their kneecaps and feel their bones chiseling against each other 

For those who have felt the sting of acid from peeling an orange because their  
fingertips have open wounds from slapping boards too much

For those who have seen blood on their socks from playing too much D on the asphalt

For those who have never had a tan below their sock-line because  
they don’t know what it is to be outdoors and not be playing ball

For those who played with rubber balls with bubbles in them

For those who played with leather balls outdoors until they became suede  
and light enough to be taken off by a summer breeze

For those who have had their ball vicked from them, or lent out at the end of the day  
and never returned

For those who have taken more jump shots on rims without nets than with

For those who have played on low rims, biddy rims, bent rims, hanging-for-dear-life-on-
one-remaining-bolt rims

For those who didn’t have rims, who have shot on the bottom step of a fire-escape 
ladder or bottomless milk crate, or empty trash can

For those who took wire hangers and formed rims with them behind their bedroom 
doors and practiced hanking it with tennis balls

For those who know what a base line looks like with the sun rising behind it at 6am, or 
what a backboard looks like when it’s faintly illuminated only by the sun that’s reflecting 

off the moon and the distant lamp post light at 1am. 

For those who have shoveled snow and shot foul shots with gloves on afterwards, or who 
know that a court can be as slippery as an ice skating rink when it’s raining outside

For those who know what cracked concrete looks like, on a court that’s unleveled,  
with foul lines that haven’t been repainted in a decade

For those who have removed broken bottle glass off of the bottoms of their sneakers,  
or little pebbles and sand out of their socks
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The Park is My Church 
Penn South Playground, Manhattan, USA
Photographer Kevin Couliau

For those who have picked up bums or homeless persons from the side  
just so they could have ten for a full

For those who have played 21 (with nine players or more), Utah, Knock Out, Booty’s Up, 
One on One for money, 2s, 3s, Roughhouse, Around the World, 5-2, 50, 7, H-O-R-S-E, 

and Taps

For those who have waited five games or more for next,  
or have gotten their next Bogarted from them

For those who have gotten their money stolen out their pants that  
were left on the side while playing

For those who rode a fix, going borough to borough looking for a run, playing with  
ankle weights on not knowing how they were destroying their knees 

For those who wore summer tournament shirts with numbers written in magic marker,  
or felt iron-numbers numbers fresh off the press at the corner Army & Navy

For those who know the smell of a new tournament shirt on the first day of  
the summer season, and how the shirts stick to each other when you’re trying to  

pick out your favorite number

For those who know plastic scoreboards with flip up numbers better than electronic 
scoreboards, or who don’t know what it’s like to look up and know how much time  

is left in a game

For those who played in tournaments that didn’t last, like the Central Park Tournament, 
RYA, Goddard Riverside, Boys of Yesteryear, Whitney M. Young, Chick’s All Stars, 

Elmcor, Dunk If You Dare, Brookville Park, Big Vic’s 6” and Under, and King Towers

For those who hang-dried their tournament shirts so the print wouldn’t crack

For every biddie, midget, junior, senior, unlimited, and pro player who has ever  
played in the Holcombe Rucker Memorial

For Holcombe Rucker, “The Rab”, “The Goat”, “Spanish Doc”, “McNasty”, “Soul Man”, 
“Pookie” Wilson, and any other playground legend who is no longer with us

For every playground from Coney Island to Caton Park, from Tillary to Tompkins 
Square, From Horatio St. to Mullaley, from Nelson Park to West 4th in The Vernon 

For those who know the Playground, that playground is you.

You can play high school or college for four years. 

You can play Pro for a decade.

You can play playground basketball for life. 

It is the only constant in a true ballplayer’s heart, the highest truth in ball period.  
For those who know, they know this well. 
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Asphalt  
Chronicles

Kevin Couliau

Asphalt Chronicles is an independent publication 
dedicated to pick-up basketball culture around the world.
It’s not only about NCAA, NBA or the PROS but also 
about the millions of amateurs playing everywhere 
around the world. As an active park player and 
photographer I started capturing the sport and 
community in 2004, from my hometown in France to more 
than 50 cities across the globe. I always felt the need 
to share my archives with the community, so recently I 
launched Asphalt Chronicles , a newspaper exploring the 
sub-culture of playground basketball printed in limited 
quantities. Whether the game is played in Manila, Dakar 
or Hong Kong, through my photography I’m trying to 
reveal the game’s aesthetic and highlight the hallowed 
architecture of each playground. Documenting this 
universal movement has been my way of life for the past 
12 years, an endless photographic pilgrimage to find the 
untold stories, the courts and people who are shaping this 
global culture. It’s my reverence to basketball, a way to 
give back to a sport who has been guiding my life  
and the life of many others - a way to put a spotlight on 
these millions of souls haunting the concrete courts all 
day, everyday. 

Instagram @asphaltchronicles
www.asphalt-chronicles.com Private Road Court, Manila, Philippines
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Hoi Fu Court, Hong Kong, China Kébémer, Senegal
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Basketball

Sole DXB 2016 in partnership with Nike is primed to  
host the return of its Sole Ball Above All Classic 

Tournament. After last year’s showdown, the 2015 
tournament looks to be an exciting battleground for 11 

hand-picked teams. The Ball Above All leagues continues 
to showcase Dubai’s most promising players and the 

future of regional basketball. 

The semi finals and finals will see the teams who have 
earned their spot, face-off with the legendry NYC street 

ball personality Bobbito Garcia as MC.

The Sole Ball Above All Classic is an open winner-take-all 
tournament for AED10,000 and more importantly the 

bragging rights of being named the best street ball  
team in the city.

There is no entry fee to play in the tournament, you must 
be 18 or older, team size - coach & 12 players.

x

Sole Ball Above All Classic
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DAY 1 DAY 2

GAME 4  12:45 CLASSIC BRACKET

VIPERS
GAME 8  12:15

DUBAI FLIGHT

GAME 1  09:45 WINNER GAME 4 SEMI 1  15:35

MEN@WORK
GAME 5  13:45

WINNER GAME 5

PILIPINAS
WINNER GAME 1

DOLPHINS GAME 8 WINNER

GAME 2  10:45

VIOLATORS GAME 6  14:45

DUBAI NOMADS WINNER GAME 2
GAME 9  13:05

GAME 9 WINNER

REGULATORS

GAME 3  11:45 WINNER GAME 6

SWIFT
GAME 7  15:45

WINNER GAME 7

HOOP HEADS WINNER GAME 3

DUBAI HEAT

FINAL  18:00

18th – 19th Nov

DAY 2 DAY 1

RETRIBUTION BRACKET

GAME F  13:55 GAME A  16:45

GAME D  10:35
GAME 1 LOSS

SEMI 2   16:45 GAME 8 LOSS GAME 2 LOSS

GAME D WINNER GAME A WINNER

GAME B WINNER GAME B  17:45

GAME F WINNER GAME 3 LOSS

GAME 4 LOSS

GAME E  11:25

GAME G WINNER
GAME G  14:45

GAME 7 LOSS
GAME C  09:45

GAME C WINNER
GAME 5 LOSS

GAME E WINNER GAME 6 LOSS

GAME 9 LOSS

Double elimination draw not including semis

AED10,000 
PRIZE MONEY

Basketball

10:00 - 19:00
www.ballaboveall.ae
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Talks

Supported by

Subculture and Style

Sam Lambert & Shaka Maidoh 
Founders of Art Comes First
Presented by Fred Perry

Emerging Brands and the Trade Show

Barbara Torasso 
Head Global Retail Relations at Capsule Trade Show

Hussein Suleiman, Jefferson Osei,  
Abderrahmane Trabsini
Founders of Daily Paper

Crepe City and the Sneaker Boom

Morgan Weekes & Ron Raichura 
Founders of Crepe City

Talks Day 1

31
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‘Doin’ it in the Park’

Bobbito Garcia AKA Kool Bob Love

Kevin Couliau 
Founder of Asphalt Chronicles

In Conversation

Jay Smith & Greg Hervieux 
Founders of BLK Rainbow

In Conversation

Edson Sabajo 
Founder of Patta

Deon Point
Founder of Concepts

David Obadia
Founder of Harmony

Talks Day 1

Talks

Talks Day 2

The Journey of High Snobiety: From a Blog to a Globally relevant magazine

David Fischer  
Founder of Highsnobiety

Art and Architecture in Retail

Alex Mustonen & Ben Porto
Founders of Snarkitecture
Presented by Tinkah

In Conversation

Robert Brooks & Gary Aspden
Presented by adidas Originals

Hip Hop

Stretch Armstrong & DJ Clark Kent
Moderated by Carlos Mare aka Mare139

In Conversation

Ryan & Adam Goldston  
Founders of Athletic Propulsion Labs
Presented by Level Shoes
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SLOCAL
Slocal, a constant pursuit of progress. Dedication to 
cause via hard graft and ingenuity. That’s the mantra 
of the international-via-London collective. Founded 
by ItsNate, Slocal celebrates the enduring mettle of 
the resourceful many who live in the inner cities around 
the globe. Through specially curated events, clothing, 
musical performance and production, a monthly radio 
show and smart Partnerships with the likes of Soulection, 
Balamii, Firmament, Einhundert, Soho House, 22tracks, 
Puma and LeCoqSportif - The movement are always 
working and looking for ways to spread the Slocal 
message and reach the people. 

Instagram @slocalldn
Twitter @slocal 
www.so-slocal.com

THE BASEMENT
‘The Basement’ is a youth lifestyle movement which 
carries a clear ideology and morality, and creates 
a familiarity between 60,000 young people across 
the globe. #BasementApproved is the idea that our 
community ‘approve’ something. Whether it’s a piece of 
clothing, a song or place, we approve and give ‘credit’ to 
an item or concept that 60,000 people can appreciate 
and enjoy.

Instagram @Basementapproved
Twitter @Basement_LDN
www.basementapproved.com

CREPE CITY 
Since being founded in 2009 by Ronal Raichura, Crepe 
City has grown to be the largest sneaker event and 
community in Europe, with over 5,000 people visiting 
each of their biannual events in London and a reach of 
over 500,000 sneaker heads through their social media 
channels. Morgan Weeks joined the Crepe City team 
in 2011 and has played in integral role in growing both 
the Social Media Channels and Brand Relationships for 
Crepe City. In the past 4 years, Crepe City has grown  
to be one of the most respected voices on sneakers  
in the industry, working closely with all of the key 
footwear brands.

Instagram @crepecity
www.crepe-city.co.uk

35
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Self-Taught and Self-Motivated. Adam Katz Sinding 
was born at 5:55a on 3-May-1983 in San Francisco, CA, 
and raised in Tacoma, WA. Living in Seattle, WA from 
2001-2010, and a 6-month period in Paris, France, he 
now resides between Brooklyn, NY and Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. After having lived in Paris, Adam became 
very interested in French fashion and the way Parisians 
express themselves. Seeing how Paris inspires the way 
the world dresses, he decided to call his photojournalistic 
endeavour Le 21ème.

Instagram @le21eme

Adam Katz
Le 21ème 
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In 1996, the Moroccan-born artist Hassan Hajjaj wound 
up his fashion label R.A.P. The brand had played around 
with motifs of urban culture and cosmopolitan British 
identity and won an eager clientele, mainly based in 
London. But after 12 years in business Hajjaj felt he had 
gone as far as possible with the label and that “it was 
time to do something new.” Following R.A.P, he began 
to experiment with photography, as well as interior and 
product design. He found that he excelled at creating 
images. Today his powerfully exuberant photos are 
shown in museums, galleries and art fairs around the 
world. The days of R.A.P are arguably far off. Except that 
Britain is currently more riven on questions of identity and 
nationhood than at any period in recent memory. And 
that makes the ideas of openness and multiculturalism 
that Hajjaj explored through the label feel all the more 
current. So much so that his decision to bring R.A.P back 
to life at Sole, 20 years after winding up the label, feels 
timely and thrillingly consequential. 

In his work as a photographer, Hajjaj conjures dazzling 
portraits of performers and artists often drawn 
from his own wide, international circle of friends and 
acquaintances. For My Rock Stars, the likes of fashion 
designer Joe Casely Hayford, musician Keziah Jones 
and restaurateur Mourad Mazouz pose in suits made by 
Hajjaj out of raucous printed fabrics culled from market 
stalls and African cloth stores.

In ‘Kesh Angels and Dakka Marrakesh, two photo series 
shot in Morocco, the faces of young Arab women are 
hidden behind veils, the outline of their bodies obscured 
inside abayas. Hajjaj subverts the notion that a shrouded 
woman is automatically rendered mute and passive by 
the veil. His women stare out from his pictures, knowing 
and ironic, eyes rimmed in kohl and dressed in fabrics 
gleefully printed with counterfeit Louis Vuitton, Gucci and 
Nike logos.

In these images, worlds elide. Here, in this seamless 
interplay of people, products, poses and brands is 
the borderless, globalised world rendered vivid. In the 
news broadcasts and popular imagery that surrounds 
discussion of globalisation, people of colour are often 
cast as reluctant extras; refugees, migrants and dollar-
a-day strivers, barely holding on as the world spins 
ever faster. Hajjaj would never deny the gravity of such 
personal situations. But all the same, his work focuses, 
not on the victims of international trade, but on the 
cosmopolitan figures able to navigate global flows of 
commerce, culture and information with apparent ease 
- whether they be running a henna stall in Marrakech’s 
Jemaa el Fna square, a Michelin-starred North African 
restaurant in London, or laying down a track in a New 
York recording studio. 

Hajjaj’s view of the world, as a place always in motion, 
alive with contradiction and possibility, is one that he’s 
evolved with hard-won optimism, since childhood. Born 
in 1961, he moved to London in 1973, from the small 
fishing town of Larache in northern Morocco. He was 
aged 12 and spoke little English. It was a difficult arrival. 
The seven members of his family - two parents and five 
children - shared a single room in a rundown house in 
north London. There was a zinc bath for washing and a 
toilet three floors down in the garden. Their neighbour in 
the next room was a prostitute. Much of Hajjaj’s time at 
school was spent learning English. He struggled to keep 
up in lessons and eventually dropped out at 15 with  
no qualifications. For the next eight years he was  
mostly unemployed, scraping by with occasional, short-
term jobs. 

London in the Seventies could be hostile territory if you 
were young and non-white. 

Written by

Ekow Eshun
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You might struggle to find work, as Hajjaj did. Or fall 
victim to abrupt, startling violence. Against a backdrop 
of widespread antipathy to immigration - Margaret 
Thatcher, campaigning to become prime minister, 
complained that Britain was being “swamped” by 
incomers - black and Asians were routinely treated with 
aggression and contempt. As the journal Race & Class 
reported, “Black places of worship, black shops, black 
centres are targets for brutal attack, vandalism and 
fascist daubings...Day in, day out black people, young 
and old, men and women, are subjected to abuse  
and assault.” 

Between 1976 and 1981, 31 people of colour in Britain 
were murdered by racists. That number included an 
elderly Asian woman in Leamington Spa, who died after 
her sari was doused in petrol and set alight, and a young 
boy in Manchester who was stabbed to death by  
a motorist at whose car he’d idly flicked an apple core. 

Yet even amid such prevailing bleakness there was 
room for opportunity. Hajjaj took over a friend’s stall in 
Camden market and began selling clothes designed by 
fashion students and recent graduates that he knew. In 
1983, he opened R.A.P, a clothes shop on Neal Street, 
in Covent Garden. He stocked his friends’ designs, but 
also classic items like Cutler and Gross sunglasses, John 
Smedley knits and second hand Levi’s. Over time, he 
broadened his range until it stretched from streetwear 
items like bootleg Chanel No 5 and Gucci T-shirts to 
diffusion line high fashion brands such as John Galliano 
and Vivienne Westwood. 

Hajjaj calls the years that followed R.A.P’s opening, his 
“schooling. It was a golden moment,” he recalls. “Without 
realising it, you start surrounding yourself with people 
from music, fashion, literature, you’re in that zone.” 
His friends, similarly disenfranchised from the 
mainstream, couldn’t get into the clubs they wanted to 
go to, or find the clothes they wanted to wear. So they 
created their own scene instead. “The big fashion labels 
didn’t design for people like us,” says Hajjaj. “So we’d go 
and buy the fabric and put it on the back of jackets. It 
wasn’t just fashion. Where do you go and listen to your 
music? Where do you go and eat your kind of food? It 
was a time when London was changing in every element. 
Food, music, fashion, films, art.” 

In the mid-Eighties new sounds and styles were springing 
up across the capital. At illicit warehouse parties run by 
sound systems such as Soul II Soul and Norman Jay’s 
Good Times, crowds danced to hip-hop, Seventies funk 
and go-go, while artists such as Wigan, Rob Shepherd 

“It was a golden moment,” he 
recalls. “Without realising it, 
you start surrounding yourself 
with people from music, 
fashion, literature, you’re in 
that zone.”

R.A.P made in England

and the Mutoid Waste Company covered the walls with 
elaborate murals and erected wild industrial sculptures. 
Pirate stations such as Kiss FM hijacked FM radio 
frequencies to blast rap and soul and house across the 
city. A first generation of black British designers such  
as Joe Casely-Hayford came to the fore and groups  
like Loose Ends evolved out of the club scene to score  
hit records. 

After years on the very periphery of London life, Hajjaj 
was now part of an ascendant wave. In addition to R.A.P, 
he was running clubs at venues including Dingwalls 
in Camden, an iconic location on the map of Eighties 
and Nineties London nightlife. With a DJ roster that 
included the likes of a young Carl Cox, he’d choreograph 
deliberately eclectic nights that moved from funk and 
hip-hop to reggae or jazz across the hours. And on a 
given night you might see live acts from the burgeoning 
UK rap scene such as MC Mell’O’ or the Cookie Crew as 
well as visiting US artists like Salt N Pepa and Flavor Flav. 
“I had an eye to mix things up,” says Hajjaj. 

In addition to R.A.P, he was running clubs at venues including 
Dingwalls in Camden, an iconic location on the map of Eighties 
and Nineties London nightlife. With a DJ roster that included 
the likes of a young Carl Cox, he’d choreograph deliberately 
eclectic nights that moved from funk and hip-hop to reggae  
or jazz across the hours
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True to Hajjaj’s philosophy, R.A.P itself became a nexus 
point, where London’s style and club cultures met. The 
store was one of the few places you could buy tickets 
for the warehouse parties whose date and location 
was otherwise a closely guarded secret. It was also a 
key outlet for a new wave of fashion labels springing 
up on both sides of the Atlantic. At R.A.P you could buy 
London’s Duffer of St George alongside New York’s 555 
Soul, Stussy and Giant Step, the spin-off clothing line 
from the NYC jazz-hip-hop club of the same name. In the 
late Eighties, you could even buy the New York-sourced 
African bead necklaces and leather Africa pendants 
popularised by Afrocentric rap acts like A Tribe Called 
Quest and De La Soul.

By then, Hajjaj had started to also design his own clothes. 
The acronym R.A.P stood for “Real Artistic People” and he 
founded the label, initially, in response to the flourishing 
creative scene around him. “My peers were people like 
Soul II Soul, Omar, London Posse, pirate DJs - that’s the 
friends I grew up with. I wasn’t thinking big outside  
doing stuff for myself and my friends. It was what was 
going on around me. I was trying to create for what they  
would wear. ” 

Hajjajj produced clothes across the Eighties into the 
Nineties. His designs were an ebullient combination of 
the influences that flowed through his shop. You could see 
the impact of hip-hop in the polo shirts, cargo pants and 
camouflage print puffa jackets he created. But he was 
also deeply conscious that, as a Londoner, he couldn’t 
simply ape American style. “If they did a baseball top 
there [in New York], I’d do a football or a cricket top here 
using something British. I was trying to play around, 
without forgetting the influence of London.” 

“My peers were people like Soul II Soul, Omar, London Posse, 
pirate DJs - that’s the friends I grew up with. I wasn’t thinking 
big outside doing stuff for myself and my friends. It was what 
was going on around me. I was trying to create for what they 
would wear.” 

For Hajjaj, expressing the influence of London meant 
reflecting the city’s role as a gathering point for 
amongst others, the people of diverse backgrounds 
and nationalities that, like him, had made the place 
their home. In this formulation London was what the 
anthropologist Mary Louise Pratt has called a “contact 
zone”, a “social space where disparate cultures meet, 
clash and grapple with each other”. 

R.A.P made in England

“If they did a baseball top  
there [in New York], I’d do  
a football or a cricket top  
here using something British.  
I was trying to play around,  
without forgetting the 
influence of London.”
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R.A.P, says Hajjaj, was about  
“a London mix from Caribbean, 
English, Indian” - the immigrant 
children of Empire no longer 
supplicant to the mother 
country, but now making 
themselves visible through  
style, fashion and culture. 

R.A.P made in England

In R.A.P collections, a traditional notion of Britishness 
gave way to a conception of the country as a riotous 
agglomeration of people, place and history. T-shirts 
featured the red, white and blue Union Jack recoloured 
in the red, gold and green of African nationalism. Kangol 
fedoras and peaked caps came in funky corduroys and 
suedes in homage to the elan with which the hats were 
worn by West Indian immigrants in the Fifties. There were 
classic English duffle coats in eye-popping shades of blue 
and yellow. Even the Queen was enlisted into service, with 
a blown up postage stamp featured her head in profile, 
also coloured in red, gold and green. 

R.A.P, says Hajjaj, was about “a London mix from 
Caribbean, English, Indian” - the immigrant children of 
Empire no longer supplicant to the mother country, but 
now making themselves visible through style, fashion  
and culture. 

Simultaneous with Hajjaj’s efforts to create a label that 
evoked a proudly polyglot country, a rising generation 
of artists and writers was exploring similar themes of 
identity during the Nineties. This was the decade when 
black artists such as Steve McQueen, Chris Ofili and 
Yinka Shonibare first came to prominence; when the 
Nigerian novelist Ben Okri won the Booker prize and 
the academic Paul Gilroy produced The Black Atlantic, 
a landmark book on race and identity. Hajjaj may have 
been involved in the less storied business of fashion 
design but his preoccupations were the same. And the 
result of those joint endeavours was that, by the time 
Hajjaj had quit the label in 1996, Britain was a country 
markedly more comfortable with ethnic diversity.  
During the opening ceremony for the 2012 London 
Olympics for example, multiculturalism took centre  
stage, with a re-enactment of the arrival to Britain of 
Caribbean immigrants on the Empire Windrush and  
live performances by acts including Dizzee Rascal and 
Emile Sande. 
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Sadly, the spirit of optimism epitomised by the Olympics 
ceremony seems to be on the wane. 

In the bitter campaign surrounding Britain’s vote to 
leave the European Union this June, anti-immigration 
sentiment and racial attacks spiked across the country. 
Victims, mainly the eastern Europeans who’ve arrived 
in Britain in increased numbers over the past decade, 
described verbal abuse, windows being smashed and 
cars vandalised. In the week after the vote, London 
averaged three racist incidents reported per hour. Two 
months after the referendum, a Polish man was beaten  
to death in the street in a suspected hate crime.

Hajjaj’s decision to revive R.A.P at Sole, with a display 
of original works and a new collection, wasn’t prompted 
by Britain’s current state of unease. But in the context 
of the times, the return of a label with a philosophy of 
diversity at its core can only be welcomed. From fashion 
to photography and back to fashion, Hajjaj’s work, in 
tandem with many other artists of colour, has helped 
change Britain for the better, shifting its identity from 
the insularity prized by bigots and racial purists and 
establishing instead, a more open, tolerant nation. 
The scholar Stuart Hall has described this as a process of 
“globalisation from below” - the culture of the colonised 
rising to dominance over that of the colonizer. In the 
Britain of 2016, with that process under threat, we need 
R.A.P more than ever. 
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“It’s a London Thing”
Exhibition at Sole DXB 2016

Presents

Sole with the support of Cadillac Arabia
bring you a piece of London streetwear history

 
Celebrating Real Artistic People  
and the rebirth of r.a.p London 

Created by Hassan Hajjaj

Est. 1984
Made In England

Hassan Hajjaj represented by The Third Line, Dubai
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adidas Originals
amongst few

Anthlgy
Brandblack

Brothrs Keepr
Captiv8

Cayler & Sons
Carhartt

Closet Case
Corcel

D1 Milano
Diadora

Diesel
Frame

Fred Perry
K-Swiss

Level Shoes
Melin

Mitchell & Ness
Namshi

New Balance
New Era

Nike
Palladium Boots

PUMA Select
Reebok Classic

Retrograde
RetroSuperFuture

Sneaker LAB
Stance
Stussy
Supra

The Hundreds
The Luxury Arcade

Timberland
Upclassics

Virgin Megastore
47 Brand

6TH STREET
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In 2016, adidas Originals challenges the dystopian view 
of the future and introduces a new dimension to their 
design philosophy. 

As a brand defined by its own creative courage, and 
by its unique point of view on creating the future by 
reinventing the past, adidas Originals is inspiring a new 
generation not to follow, but to challenge the status quo 
of the future itself. 

The three Originals serrated stripes, which first appeared 
in 2015 challenging the notion of superstar, now strike 
through the word “future”, becoming a symbol for 
not accepting one imposed upon us by others. The 
conversation invites a new generation to create their own 
future despite all the predictions society lays upon them, 
among which is the threat of a dystopian tomorrow, and 
the misconception that looking ahead is about forgetting 
the past. Ultimately, for Originals, the best way to predict 
the future is to create it. 

To launch the campaign, adidas Originals partners with 
some of tomorrow’s most exciting cultural creators, who 
steal, bend and manipulate the collective memory to 
craft new ideas and create their own future. As part of 
the FUTURE campaign, adidas Originals will continue  
to take cues from the past to inspire the future at Sole 
DXB 2016. 

Inspired by the sounds and visuals of an era past 
combined with a design aesthetic built for the future, 
adidas Originals will renew the collective memory of a 
city and bring to life product silhouettes that define the 
creator generation, including NMD, Tubular and EQT. 

Instagram @adidasoriginals

adidas Originals
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Instagram @closetcasedubai

Closet Case
Rick Owens, Neil Barrett and Juun J 

With their first store in Soho London, Closet Case has 
been on the international fashion radar for at least 2 
decades. Now with their first store in the Middle East, 
focusing only on menswear, the shop carries some of the 
most exclusive and hard to find pieces from the leading 
100 menswear designers.

CREATE  INSPIRE  UNITE
A purpose built creative destination for Design, Fashion, Art and Luxury.

dubaidesigndistrict.com

Connect with us at 800 iamd3 and 
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To kick off the opening of its new lifestyle store, Corcel  
will be introducing New York City based brand Aimé 
Leon Dore. 

ALD was created in 2014 by Teddy Santis and has 
established itself in the fashion industry by creating a 
unique aesthetic that resonates with a consumer who 
appreciates quality, style and real New York streetwear. 

In less than 3 years, ALD has grown in to a renowned 
brand globally and has collaborated with brands like 
KITH and Puma. 

ALD has just recently opened its doors to retailers around 
the world and Corcel. is proud to be the exclusive retailer 
in the Middle East for its Spring/Summer 2017 collection. 

Consumers will be able to get a sneak peek of the brand 
before next spring, when ALD releases its special  
capsule collection exclusively for Corcel. during Sole DXB 
which will feature footwear, t-shirts, hoodies, bottoms 
and accessories. 

Corcel 
Aimé Leon Dore

Instagram @corcellife

Frame

FRAME is the very first ‘Japanese lifestyle culture shop’ in this region which mainly 
focuses on curating crafted items alongside Men’s & Women’s apparel collections  
and various genres of home essentials, stationary goods, globally sourced records  
& vintage books. Presenting Undercover and Visvim at Sole DXB.

Instagram @selectshopframe
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Level Shoes – the globally recognized retail concept 
dedicated to the world of designer footwear returns to 
Sole DXB after two seasons. The 96,000 square-foot 
destination will create an adaptation of its Designer 
Sneaker and Trends zones, reflecting the strong design 
elements and values of the store. 
 
The tightly edited space will highlight select brands, 
including Maison Margiela, Rick Owens, Golden Goose, 
Pierre Hardy, ETQ Amsterdam and Joshua Sanders 
to name a few - with an appearance from designer 
Guillaume Philibert of Filling Pieces and a speaker  
session with Ryan and Adam Goldston of Athletic 
Propulsion Labs (APL).

Instagram @levelshoedistrict

Level Shoes
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D1 Milano is a luxury fashion accessory brand born in 
Milan during the 2013 Edition of MFW. The Company 
headed by Dario Spallone and co-founded with his 
sister Alessia Spallone, Alessandro Pedersoli and Mattia 
Bodini is quickly making its way in the International 
Fashion Scene. D1 Milano has been appraised by the 
main stakeholders of the industry and is present in the 
best fashion boutiques worldwide. Forbes has depicted 
it as one of the Top 10 Young Italian Brands redefining 
Fashion. D1 Milano’s ambition is to develop a product 
capable of inspiring and engaging today’s consumer 
through perfect symmetry between iconic design and 
high quality materials, at an affordable price. A Clear 
Identity, a Strong Attention to Details and a Young & 
Innovative Team are at the base of D1 Milano’s success. 

Instagram @d1milano

D1 Milano 

MARBLE MODEL
Material Polycarbonate Material with Soft  
Touch Coating Manually Applied
Strap Removable links – Strap is Adjustable
Dial Thin Layers of Pure Marble
Glass Mineral Composite Glass
Buckle 316 L Stainless Steel PVD Buckle
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Carhartt Work In Progress (Carhartt WIP) forms a 
division of the American brand Carhartt, one of the first 
company’s to pioneer workwear in the USA.

Founded in Europe in 1989, 100 years after Hamilton 
Carhartt established his business in Detroit, Carhartt WIP 
has been carefully adapting and modifying Carhartt’s 
core product characteristics for a different audience of 
consumers who value refined design and quality while 
still remaining true to Carhartt’s brand origins.

Since the beginning, Carhartt WIP have built a strong, 
organic relationship with unknown, inspiring, pro- 
vocative and upcoming figures in music and sport, 
becoming an iconic and well respected brand in under- 
ground scenes, from hip- hop to skate, from graffiti to 
cycling, as well as working with labels such as A.P.C., 
Neighborhood, Patta, Vans, Junya Watanabe and  
many more. Starting with one store in London in 1997, 
Carhartt WIP have meanwhile opened flagship stores in 
more than 60 locations and can be found in over 2500 
stores worldwide.

Instagram @carharttwip

Carhartt
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New Balance constantly elevates its enduring 
legacy by reinventing and reinterpreting its 
rich heritage. Bringing the best to the table at 
this year’s Sole DXB, New Balance proves that 
timeless and trendy can coexist by showcasing 
the brand’s most iconic collections. The 
centrepiece being the NB MADE collection, 
made up of the time-honored Made in USA/
UK shoe lines of premium craftsmanship, 
and recalibrated with a contemporary voice. 
Visit their anchor space to get a chance at 
reinventing your own New Balance classic for 
a uniquely personalized experience.

New Balance

Instagram @newbalance

Participating Brands
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Dubai based premium label amongst few returns with their 2016 collection entitled 
‘Delivery Three’. For the look book, the brand travelled to Sri Lanka, also known for 
being the most beautiful country in the world.

The collection continues where they left off, drawing inspirational hues from both Dubai 
culture and lifestyle, as well the brand’s ethos. The latest collection highlights the region’s 
desert climate and aesthetics with bold designs of melting, faded and hazy typography. 
It also continues to draw from the brand’s signature ideologies, such as a print that 
reads ‘you can’t build a reputation on what you’re going to do’.

Consisting of 22 styles, ‘Delivery Three’ includes buttery soft t-shirts, tanks, sweat 
shorts and joggers made from 100% Peruvian cotton, along with nylon strapbacks, 
cotton sport caps and a reversible bucket hat. Each piece is classically styled, while 
incorporating traditional techniques and high quality materials that result in premium 
ready to wear streetwear that will carry you through all of the region’s seasons.

Instagram @amongstfew

amongst few
‘Delivery Three’ Collection

Participating Brands

Sneaker LAB

What do sneakerheads and environmentalists have in 
common? Try a shoe care and sneaker cleaning solution 
that will refresh and restore with no environmental 
kickbacks. Natural, 100% biodegradable cleaning 
products are best because they beat the dirt and they 
protect the environment. Innovative urban brands like 
Sneaker LAB, that maintain sustainable practices and 
stylish design, encourage us to put our best foot forward 
when it comes to the products we use. Plus, who doesn’t 
love a pair of good, clean sneakers?

Contemporary, minimal and sleek – Sneaker LAB 
is recognised as the ‘green’ brand when it comes to 
premium shoe care and sneaker accessories. The brand 
offers a range of products to treat, care and protect 
shoes – sneakers in particular. From leather care balm to 
sneaker wipes, Sneaker LAB does a little more than just 
shine your shoes. And then there’s exclusive items for the 
sneaker addicts out there – the collaborations. The brand 
has collaborated with the likes of Lacoste, New Balance, 
Stampd and Puma to come out with elite co-branded 
sneaker cleaning kits. 

Last year Sneaker LAB made it’s first appearance at 
Sole DXB in partnership with Puma Select. In celebrating 
cutting edge style and design Puma and Sneaker LAB 
teamed up to bring out a limited edition sneaker cleaning 
kit for the annual event. To celebrate sneakers, music, 
fashion, art and everything in between, Sneaker LAB is 
back again this year at Sole DXB. Sneaker LAB is proud 
to be part of this local cultural legacy for a second time 
around – this time partnering with Sole DXB to keep 
everyone’s sneakers crisp at the event.

Since the brand’s inception in 2012, it has pushed the 
barriers of innovation making world-first launches in 
various countries across Africa, Europe, Asia, the USA 
and countless more to come. At the same time, Sneaker 
LAB still remains at the forefront of urban and streetwear 
fashion trends. They’re revolutionizing the way we think 
and see premium shoe and sneaker care. What makes 
it so unique and innovative? They’re using innovative 
biological and protection technology that works on a 
molecular level and continues to actively work long  
after use. 

Instagram @sneakerlab
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The Hundreds
Founded by Bobby Kim and Ben Shenassafar in 2003, 
The Hundreds is both a Classic Californian Street-
wear brand and media platform dedicated to Global 
Street Culture. The Los Angeles-based company takes 
inspiration from classic L.A. Lifestyle, stylized work-
wear, as well as reappropriated ‘80s surf and 90’s 
skateboarding fashion with emphasis on it’s key value: 
people over product. Much of the brand narrative is told 
through collaborations, with partners like adidas, and 
Garfield. With flagship locations in L.A.’s Fairfax District, 
San Francisco’s Union Square, SoHo, New York and 
stockists all over the planet, The Hundreds is represented 
worldwide. The Hundreds takes on new territory with 
their local distribution partner Flender Group.

After a successful 2015, having launching their 
online store, a pop up event and ended the 
year with their Sole DXB debut – presenting 
Carhartt WIP with a cap collaboration, 
Upclassics stepped into the new year, 
introducing some most coveted street wear 
brands to the region.

Upclassics presents The Hundreds and Stussy 
at Sole DXB this November.

Instagram @upclassics

Upclassics

Participating Brands

In the early 80’s already, Shawn Stussy, a dedicated 
Californian Surfer started scribbling his signature on 
handmade surfboards selling them out of the back of 
his car at Laguna Beach. What he didn’t know back then 
was that this graffiti-influenced hand scratch was soon to 
be the icon of a streetwear empire, a secret community, 
a whole culture for generations to come. Quite a 
few people see Stussy as the originator of modern 
Streetwear, having thrived constantly through three 
decades of streetwear, while remaining upon the most 
relevant in this genre.

Being accepted by every subculture from Punks to Rap to 
Skateboarding and everything in between their network 
of influential artists, athletes and like-minded individuals 
grew from Los Angeles to New York, Tokyo, London 
and Berlin and all over the world forming what soon to 
be called the International Stussy Tribe. Now the latest 
Stussy Tribe Member, the Flender Group Dubai, is taking 
Stussy to a new territory. The iconic brand will see their 
Middle East debut at Sole DXB 2016.

Stussy
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Since the brand’s official inception in 1972, Nike’s 
ground-breaking performance innovations have 
transcended sport. Nowhere is this more apparent than  
in basketball. From the original Air Force 1 to the Air 
Jordan XXI, the sport has birthed game-changing 
designs and era-defining aesthetics that have initiated 
energy both on and off the court.

At Sole DXB 2016, Nike will celebrate this harmony of 
sport and culture through the basketball’s most iconic 
silhouettes. For more information on Nike Sole DXB 
please visit nike.com/dubai

Instagram @nike

Nike
Celebrates Sport and Culture  
at Sole DXB
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Retrograde
Daniel Patrick & Ask Yurself

Instagram @retrogradedxb
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The Luxury Arcade is the first luxury concept store 
to open in Abu Dhabi, UAE. The men and women’s 
clothing and accessories boutique is unique in the region 
with an invested mix of some of the most in-demand 
contemporary street wear brands from across the globe.

Established with a goal to break the border between 
local and international. Brothrs Keepr is committed 
to understanding the brand at hand along with the 
contemporary lifestyle trends in order to project both to 
enhance the consumer experience.

The Luxury Arcade and Brothrs Keepr are collaborating 
to present their collections at Sole DXB, with the goal 
of showcasing a unique way of enriching the local 
contemporary culture.

Instagram @theluxuryarcade
Instagram @brothrskeepr

The Luxury Arcade  
x 

Brothrs Keepr
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RETROSUPERFUTURE® was founded in 2007 and 
is entirely handmade in Italy. Since it’s launch, the 
brand has established itself as a trend leader in the 
eyewear industry specifically with its line of SUPER by 
RETROSUPERFUTURE® sunglasses. The brand’s iconic 
products are a continuous source of inspiration and  
the result of a playful interpretation of the brand’s 
creative team.

The brand has worked with some of the industries best 
manufacturers and experimented with new production 
techniques, finishes, materials and detailing. As a 
result, SUPER has become highly popular for its eclectic 
collections of colourful acetate and metal sunglasses.

SUPER is regularly spotted on numerous A-List 
personalities such as Kanye West, Beyoncé, Rihanna, 
Lady Gaga, Yoko Ono, Cristiano Ronaldo, Snoop 
Dog and many more global personalities. It has also 
collaborated with leading contemporary brands like 
A.P.C, 10 Corso Como, WESC, Carhatt W.I.P, Keichi 
Tamami, etc.. These affiliations confirm SUPER’S 
position as one of the most interesting and innovative 
contemporary eyewear brands in the market.

SUPER was recently launched in the region and can 
now be found in the first flagship store outside the US 
located in the City Walk II Boulevard. It is also available 
in The Zoo Concept Stores, Etoile Boutique and EyeZone 
Optical Stores.

RETROSUPERFUTURE® 

Instagram @super_sunglasses

Participating Brands

Instagram @timberland_me
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Hitting Sole DXB for the third year running, Namshi’s 
inherently urban aesthetic and strong brand DNA once 
again shines through to bring their extensive collection 
of clothing, sneakers and accessories to the 2016 event. 
Firmly established as the online go-to for some of the 
most hotly-anticipated sneaker styles and streetwear 
brands, Namshi is taking a slightly different stance this 
time round; bringing with them a range of globally-
renowned skate brands including Levi’s, Obey, HUF and 
Vans - for the first time ever. 

Instagram @namshi

Namshi
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The Los Angeles based sports/lifestyle brand 
“Brandblack” comes at a unique time in culture. It is a time 
when the intersection of Sports and Fashion are not only 
accepted but expected. The brand philosophy epitomizes 
that very idea, and is seen through every aspect of the 
design execution in both the apparel and footwear 
offerings. Brandblack is performance based at the 
core. With an all-star sponsored athlete roster including 
Jamal Crawford, Josh Smith and DeSean Jackson, 
functionality is the key element but aesthetics play a very 
close second. The end result is a harmonious blend of 
form and function - “Look good winning”. Brandblack 
products sit as comfortably in fashion retailers as they 
do sports channels. The unique brand offering, fusing 
technical performance technologies with current fashion 
silhouettes, position Brandblack at the forefront of 
athletic design.

Brandblack

Instagram @brandblack

Participating Brands

KSWISS
Founded in California in 1966, heritage American tennis 
brand KSWISS celebrates its 50th Anniversary this year. 
Alongside their classic styles, this season at Sole DXB the 
brand will be showcasing its limited edition Anniversary 
Pack. A footwear collection that honours iconic shoes 
from the KSwiss archives, using modern technologies and 
premium materials alongside gold accents.
 
A highlight of the collection is the Classic ’66, with 
the exact features and design as the original model 
introduced in connection with Wimbledon in 1966.  
Hand assembled in the US, The Classic ’66 is limited  
to 1966 pairs globally.”

Instagram @kswiss

SUPRA 
Meaning “Above and Beyond” in Latin, Supra was 
founded in Southern California in 2006. A brand born 
from skate, inspired by passion, Supra fuses fashion, 
music, skateboarding, art, and street to bring classic 
silhouettes to those who demand unique designs. 
Incorporating materials and colours non-traditional in 
the skate community, Supra stands out from the crowd 
and establishes itself as a footwear innovator, and a 
global skate lifestyle brand.

Instagram @suprafootwear
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6th Street.com
6TH STREET.COM is a brand new online shopping 
experience offering the latest collections from top brands 
including adidas Originals, Lacoste, Toms and New 
Balance, with free delivery throughout the UAE. Meet 
with 6TH STREET.COM at Sole DXB this November.

Instagram @6thstreetdotcom

“Represent your team in 
distinctive style as New Era 
unveils the Emblem headwear 
collection, reimagining 
baseball’s leading lights in 
patch form for the very  
first time.”

Instagram @newera_me

New Era

Stance
Stance unveils its fall skateboarding collection with a 
trip to Cuba. After recently introducing Lucien Clarke to 
their Punks & Poets lineup becoming their first European 
skater, Stance sent the skate team including Clarke, 
Andrew Reynolds and Ishod Wair with photographer Arto 
Saari to shoot a campaign for their new range.

Instagram @stancesocks

Anthlgy
Anthlgy is a modern Middle Eastern lifestyle brand 
that stands for the creative spirit of youth culture. The 
aim of Anthlgy is to provide a connection and platform 
for people who share our love for art, music, film and 
skateboarding. To celebrate our roots and share them 
with the world. We are focused on supporting the local 
athletes, artists and musicians – providing a means for 
creative individuals to come together and collectively 
express themselves. Our boards are made from 100% 
Canadian Maple and are manufactured in Canada. 
We’re proud to be established in the UAE and to be  
part of its skateboard and sub-culture evolution.

Instagram @anthlgy
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Taking the DNA of their original tennis shoes, Fred Perry 
footwear takes influence and evolves from this starting 
point. In the same way that these styles were adopted by 
various subcultures over the years, Fred Perry takes style 
cues from those who wore them best. From sportswear 
to streetwear, they’re as comfortable today on a football 
terrace or at a gig as they were on the tennis courts of  
the 1980s. 

Instagram @fredperry_1952

Fred Perry

Participating Brands

This season Diesel takes a trip through  
the building blocks of the brand’s iconic 
style. Mixing rock, denim, military  
and sport, the results are a new, high-
energy flavour.

Military classics are paired with fashion 
blues creating new hybrids. Exclusive 
embroideries with a ‘handwork feeling’ 
have been created by a tattoo artist, 
featuring panthers, skulls, eagles, snakes 
and flags with the mantras ‘Get Up, 
Question Everything’ and ‘Fall Seven 
Times, Get Up Eight’.

Men’s successful Zip-Round sneakers, 
which feature a metallic zipper running 
around the shoe, are presented in a 
feminine version, while platforms and 
creepers are crafted from plain leather 
for a cool, everyday look. For men, the 
Zip-Round range is enlarged with a boot, 
skate sneakers are decorated with Le 
Zipper’s signature V logo.

Instagram @diesel
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Reebok Classic is back to Sole DXB, showcasing exclusive 
artistic collabs as well as authentic classic heritage.

Just to name a few, discover the world of ink with a fresh 
collaboration with talent tattooist from St. Petersburg, 
Sasha Masuik. 

The shoe of your dreams becomes a reality with this 
desire-inspired delivery from Reebok Classics and Stay 
Real. The new Furylite ‘Dreams Pack’ follows the natural 
progression of a night time adventure starting with the 
‘Dark Shadow, Shining Star’.

Find out more on other collabs and silhouettes and on all 
heritage styles at the Reebok stand.

Instagram @reebokclassics

Reebok Classic

Discover our rewards programme and join now on ubyemaar.com 

Get Connected   Tel: +971 4 423 8899   connect@VIDA-hotels.com               /VidaDowntown
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Captiv8 Captiv8 Headwear, the first and only multi-brand 
headwear concept in the Middle East, offers you a wide 
collection of headwear from 47Brand, Mitchell & Ness, 
Cayler & Sons, Melin, and so much more. Being around 
for a year after opening last June 8 2015, Captiv8 has 
supplied the cap collectors and enthusiasts all around the 
region with the latest trends in headwear. Located at The 
Dubai Mall Metro Link, the array of awesome caps on 
display catches the attention of anyone and everyone. A 
concept from Dubai Desert Extreme, Captiv8 Headwear 
is driven to become the leading headwear retailer in 
the region by continuously captivating our patrons and 
helping them captivate their audience.

Instagram @captiv8headwear

Mitchell & Ness

While trends come and go, Mitchell & Ness remains 
popular among sport’s greatest enthusiast: the true 
fan. Starting as a sporting goods store that specialized 
in handcrafted tennis racquets, golf clubs, and other 
equipment in 1904, to designing and manufacturing 
uniforms for high school, college, and semi-pro sports 
team in 1925 and finally going pro when they became 
the official on-field outfitter of the Philadelphia Eagles 
in 1933, Mitchell & Ness continued to soar until they 
became one of the beloved brands that instilled  
in us the love for vintage jerseys, sportswear, and  
league headwear.

Instagram @mitchellness_me

Melin

Born in Southern California last 2013, Melin Brand 
bridges the gap between luxury fashion, headwear and 
Southern California lifestyle, while blending boardsport 
culture with different styles of hip-hop, punk, and 
trap style music. Melin represents space where luxury 
meets the youth and cultures collide. A new category of 
luxury headwear for the hardest working individuals in 
the world, Melin hats are intended for young minded, 
modern day individuals from diverse influential 
backgrounds who appreciate refined, quality product. 
If Dubai’s working youth ever needed a brand made 
specifically for them, it’s already here.

Instagram @melinbrand

Participating Brands

The sportswear giant is back. Now with a new line 
made to conquer the younger generation, Diadora is 
ready to take its place at the top of the sports chain. 
Founded as an artisan’s laboratory in 1948, the brand 
has signed the most exciting pages of the sport’s history 
and today offers sportswear that blends style and sports 
performance. Partnering with Dubai Desert Extreme, 
Diadora’s Spring/Summer 2017 collection is a promise 
of years of excellent craftsmanship, sports partnership, 
while incorporating new influences, creating a very 
specific vision of luxury sportswear.

Instagram @diadoraofficial

Diadora
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Palladium Boots

Heritage boot brand Palladium has always embodied 
the positioning of city exploration, travel and discovery. 
For Fall-Winter 2016, the brand reinforces its positioning 
through their City Proof campaign. With a combination 
of new silhouettes, sneaker-infused comfort, lightweight 
soles and waterproof fabrications, this season reflects 
the brand’s engineering for city terrain more than ever. 
On the heels of the launch of their newest silhouette, the 
Pampatech, at Sole DXB the brand drops their collab 
with streetwear brand Black Scale. Featuring a fresh take 
on this new boot, swing by to grab yourself a pair of this 
limited edition collaboration.

Instagram @palladium_boots

Participating Brands

Virgin Megastore
The rise in popularity of anything and everything vintage 
has been evident in both supply and demand. Virgin 
Megastore has been busy reviving its retro culture, 
welcoming ‘vintage & old-fashioned’ with open arms. 
With a curation of the quirkiest and most sought-after 
collectibles, music and gaming products, you can 
now tap into the world of the 70s, 80s and 90s. Virgin 
Megastore has created a whole new experience in 
entertainment retail by balancing international trends 
while catering to local cultures across the region. With 
its unique shopping experience, Virgin Megastore is an 
innovative entertainment destination for trendsetters  
and technophiles.

Instagram @virginmegastoreme
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This AW16, PUMA SELECT sees seasonal collaborations 
with influencer, fashion and streetwear labels: game 
changers in their own right. As part of Sole DXB, PUMA 
will be dropping limited collections of the following 
throughout the weekend:

PUMA welcomes the legacy of Clyde for AW16. The 
story of the PUMA Clyde started when basketball’s Walt 
‘Clyde’ Frazier asked for a custom-made pair of PUMA 
Suede that were then reconfigured to suit his unique style, 
making him the first player in history to boast a sneaker 
in his name. The Clyde NYC shoe draws on Walt’s New 
York roots, appearing in all over suede, with a contrasting 
orange and blue colour combination. The Clyde Suits 
shoe honours the distinctive suit styles worn by Walt 
Frazier and comes in two animal style prints with golden 
accents on the lace tips.

PUMA launches its second collaboration with SOLE 
DXB with a limited edition sneaker that will be dropping 
exclusively over the weekend. The shoe named “PUMA 
Clyde X Sole SWAG” comes in a tan colourway priced at 
AED680 and will be available at the PUMA space and 
Early Retirement, while stocks last. 

This year, the PUMA space will channel the signature 
swag of Walt ‘Clyde’ Frazier in the style of 1970s New 
York. Join us at the ‘Mansion,’ refresh yourself at the 
PUMA bar and get down with international act BJ the 
Chicago Kid.

#PUMAXSOLE

Instagram @puma

PUMA 
SELECT

#PUMAxCAREAUX Dutch-born designer 
Caroll Lynn is recognised globally for femme 
meets street style.

#PUMAxTRAPSTAR London-based lifestyle 
brand that takes its influence from iconic 
cinema, photography, music and contemporary 
art.

#PUMAxUEG First time collab, UEG Gravity 
Resistance was inspired by the human reflex to 
reach higher, travel further, explore more. 

#PUMAxDee&Ricky Back with their second 
drop, Dee & Ricky have recreated that instant 
euphoria of discovering. 

#PUMAxSTAMPD Teaming up once again, 
Chris Stamp is back expanding on the ‘Made to 
Make It’ brand mantra and this season features 
the highly anticipated launch of the women’s 
collection.

#FENTYxPUMA the FENTY PUMA by 
Rihanna collection is inspired by contemporary 
Japanese street culture and tradition for 
her debut collection with PUMA. Mixing 
cultural influences with gothic overtones and 
exaggerated volumes and proportions, the 
fashion icon challenges the traditional male 
and female silhouettes and blurs the lines 
between genders that are often too rigid for  
her fashion tastes.
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W.A.F.F.L.E. for  
PUMA Clyde x Sole ‘SWAG’

(We Are Family For Life Entertainment) is an innovative 
New York City based artist collective founded in 2011. 
The inspiration behind the name came from “We Are 
Family” by Sister Sledge.

If it was up to the New York Police Commissioner, there 
might not be too many more moves in the future of these 
dance crews. To the authorities, they’re a public nuisance, 
and they’re now being specifically targeted as part of a 

plan to clean up New York City’s underground. The law 
does not acknowledge the significance of this subculture 
within the cultural heritage of New York. However, to us 
they embody Gotham’s rich history as the birthplace of 
hip-hop, where the hustle never stops and b-boy culture 
was always meant to thrive.

Sole photographer Farel Bisotto caught up with the crew 
and captured their artform in the streets of NYC.
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Photography Farel Bisotto
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Harmony Paris
Daily Paper

ATW
NDG Studio

Represent
Billionaire Boys Club

Open-Nine-Five
Sneeze Magazine

PUMA Select

Satta
Salvage Public

Wekafore
Haraamis
Aliya Tair

Outdoor Voices
Army Of 1

Made by Native

Sneaker LAB
FACTO

Product of New York
VOR

Vintage Artisan

Akin Barber 
Scoop by No.57
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Harmony Paris 
A/W 2016
 
Harmony is a ready-to-wear house based in Paris 
and founded on the simple idea to propose creative 
collections in which you simply feel good, collections 
thought to daily accompany women and men looking  
for modernity, simplicity and casual elegance.

Instagram @harmony_paris

Early Retirement

The Common-Folk 
Family run mills based in Okayama, Japan understand 
and value the nuance and history of quality fabrics 
making them the unquestionable leaders in selvedge 
fabric production. With this advanced knowledge comes 
a desire, as well as a self-imposed responsibility to  
make a superior product. Using 100% cotton fabrics,  
The Common-Folk extends this same unparalleled 
devotion and attention to detail to create the most 
superior Handmade goods, with inspiration from 
Japanese work-wear, lifestyle and traditional garbs.

Instagram @thecommon_folk
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A THOUSAND WORDS is a vintage lifestyle brand 
where art, music and pop culture translate into timeless 
goods. The brand’s deep roots date back to the visual 
soundtrack of 1970s and 1980s New York City and  
unless compelling content to engage global consumers 
with one-of-a-kind vintage t-shirts. Owner and designer 
Koe Rodriguez says, “We’re storytellers using the t-shirt  
as a medium to create dialogue about culture and 
history. ATW offers product that not only looks and  
feels good, but offers quality, originality, pride and  
a timeless sensibility.”

ATW

ATW + JAMIL GS
In the spirit of the 20th Anniversary of Jay Z’s Reasonable 
Doubt album, ATW collaborated with 90’s photographer 
Jamil GS for two timeless offerings from his visual vault 
in Brooklyn. During the spring of 1995, Jamil captured 
what are now considered iconic shots of a 26 year-old 
Hova as he was still laying tracks for his debut album and 
preparing to take the rap world by storm. Experience 
1995 all over again in a carefully curated collection 21 
years in the making.

Early Retirement 103
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Billionaire Boys 
Club 
The fall 2016 collection features pieces inspired by its 
store locations around the world, giving a nod to its 
global team - showcasing lightweight jackets, cargo 
pants and printed t-shirts.

Instagram @bbcicecream

Early Retirement

Daily Paper
Daily Paper is back with its visuals for the 2016 Fall/
Winter season. Inspired by the Okavango Delta tribes, 
the streetwear brand focuses on innovation and 
individualism, as well as portraying original designs  
and prints onto the pieces.

Instagram @dailypaper
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N.D.G. STUDIO
Parisian contemporary clothing label N.D.G returns to 
Sole DXB presenting a collecting of outerwear staples 
and knitwear. This season’s collection sees loose fits and 
layered textures while drawing inspiration from Native 
America and the rebellious youth.

Open
Open is a clothing label based out of Los Angeles, 
California. The inspiration comes from the intersection 
between urban living and the great outdoors. Pieces are 
androgynous and feature loose silhouettes in dusty and 
earthy neutral tones, with linen and wool fabrics used 
alongside plush suede, allowing for differing and diverse 
expressions of individual attitude. 

Instagram @openninefive

Instagram @ndg.studio

Early Retirement

SNEEZE Magazine is an American publication 
and online store that expands the street culture of 
skateboarding to unexpected references, people, places, 
and images. The magazine is an authentic guide to 
modern street culture printed in poster-size, less-is-more, 
all-color, no-binding, soft-fold. Big poster pages allow 
readers to hang the full bleed images on their walls.
 

The quarterly magazine started in 2008 as an 
unpretentious and honest approach to entertainment 
and is created through a network with bases in 
Vancouver, Canada and New York City. The fall 2016 is a 
special edition with New York artist KAWS, which can be 
purchased through specialty boutiques and around the 
world on sneezemag.com.

Instagram @sneezemag
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Represent Clothing
Launched in 2012, Represent is a street influenced high-
end label. Constructed in the UK with carefully chosen 
fabrics including washed cotton and vintage denim 
while the footwear and leather pieces are made in Italy. 
Layered styling using military staples like bomber jackets 
and camo parkas give Represent’s FW 2016 collection 
a gritty feel, while essentials like loose cut hoodies, 
elongated T-shirts and drawstring shorts are perfectly 
designed to drape over one another. 

Instagram @representclo

Early Retirement

Wekafore
The Autumn Winter 2016 collection from Dubai based 
label Wekafore is fervently based on the romanticisation 
of post-independence West-African funk, disco sub-
culture circa 1970-1977 as documented by legendary 
photographers like Malick Sidibe, Seydou Keita and 
James Barnor.

Instagram @wekafore
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AKIN Barber & Shop plays on the notion of a classic 
New York City barbershop. Masculine yet playful and 

delivered with a discerning, design-conscious eye. 
Channelling an old school vibe, yet delivered with 

contemporary style. World class barbers ensure that the 
haircuts are on point and the beard game is strong.

Instagram @akinbarber

An experimental ice cream parlour launched by the 
minds behind The Dinner Club and No.Fifty Seven 

Boutique Café. 
 

The 57 chefs have handcrafted five gourmet flavours – 
Cereal Milk, Peanut Butter Pretzel, Cake Batter, Ube, and 
Activated Charcoal Lemonade – to transform a nostalgic 

treat into a contemporary ice cream experience. 
Alongside that, visitors will be treated to three desserts, 

including a frozen Ermahgerd (a new take on the 
boutique café’s signature dish), a selection of macaroon 

ice cream sandwiches & even a vegan option. 

Instagram @no57cafe

X

CELEBRATING 5 YEARS 
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT SOLE DXB 2016

#PEPSILOUNGE   Facebook PepsiArabia   Instagram Pepsi_Arabia
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Food & Beverage

Taqado Mexican Kitchen
Shake Shack

Pinza
VIDA Food Truck

1Life
Kold Press Juice Ko.

Seven Fortunes Coffee

Scoop by No. 57
in Early Retirement

“Get acquainted with Uncle Jheff, the newest member of 
the Bull&Roo family (you know the team behind haunts 
Tom&Serg, The Sum of Us, Common Grounds, Brunswick 
and Muchachas) as he brings his epically Moorish food 
and Southeast Asian inspired drinks to Sole DXB.
 
Each Bull & Roo restaurant has its own character and 
personality and Uncle Jheff is no exception... so let’s 
get you acquainted… Uncle Jheff is a 68 year-old Thai 
man who washes dishes in a fine dining restaurant in 
Singapore. Every so often he makes the staff a meal,  
and when he does, its EPIC!
 
Uncle Jheff brings you the hustle of Thailand with his 
Thai inspired street food packed with kaffir lime, chilli 
and galangal. These sweet, sour, salty and spicy notes 
are complemented perfectly when downing an ice-cold 
beverage as he welcomes you into his digs.
 
This Sole DXB lose yourself in a world full of stories  
‘till Uncle Jheff takes up permanent residence in Dubai 
next year”

Instagram @_unclejheff_
www.unclejheff.com

113
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Dubai is one of my many hometowns and people often 
forget that at its crux it more often than not is laced in 
grit more so than gold. Add a few graceful moves from 
dancers, some hip hop and you have a heart beat like 
no other. Using this as my inspired starting point, my 
team and I went on a journey of shared music, stories 
and laughs with some of the individuals who give their 
all to making a mark on narrating their personal lived 
experiences of the city through dance - breakdancing  
in particular. 

What we found was a community of breakers who have 
taken an art form that originated amidst the underbelly 
of New York City decades ago and are re-writing it as a 
modern tale in the Middle East. The b-boys and b-girls of 
Dubai are pushing cross cultural boundaries that could 
never be scripted and so what better way to celebrate 
them than through a cinematic crafting set within  
the depth’s of a city that’s draped in neon, gold and 
spirited hustle. 

Amirah Tajdin

Featuring
Frostyle
Spiky
Sparky
Tornado
Lady Flow
Krafty
Goofy
DRG Bone 
Suheil
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‘Grit. Grace. Gold.’
www.soledxb.com/films

Produced Sole
Director Amirah Tajdin

Supported by Moto
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Director Tony Silver  
Producers Henry Chalfant & Tony Silver
1983 | English | 69’ | USA | Documentary | G 

Synopsis
Directed by Tony Silver and produced by Tony Silver and 
Henry Chalfant, ‘Style Wars’ was awarded the Grand 
Prize for Documentaries at the 1983 Sundance Film 
Festival. It is regarded as the indispensable document of 
New York Street culture of the early ’80s, the filmic record 
of a golden age of youthful creativity that exploded into 
the world from a city in crisis.

‘Style Wars’ captured the look and feel of New York’s 
ramshackle subway system as graffiti writers’ public 
playground, battleground and spectacular artistic 
canvas. Opposing them by every means possible were 
Mayor Edward Koch, the police, and the New York 
Transit Authority. Meanwhile MCs, DJs and B-boys 
rocked the city with new sounds and new moves 
and street corner breakdance battles evolved into 
performance art. New York’s legendary kings of graffiti 
and b-boys own a special place in the hip hop pantheon. 

‘Style Wars’ has become an emblem of the original, 
embracing spirit of hip hop as it reached out across the 
world from underground tunnels, uptown streets, clubs 
and playgrounds.

Programme
19:00 Introduction
19:05 STYLE WARS (2015) by Tony Silver
20:10 Intermission
20:30 Q&A with Henry Chalfant & Carlos Mare 

Sole DXB + Cinema Akil  
screen Style Wars
17th Nov, 7pm
Dubai Design District (d3)

For timings visit soledxb.com & cinemaakil.com
Facebook Cinema Akil
Twitter @CinemaAkil 
Instagram @CinemaAkil #fortheloveoffilm
Snapchat CinemaAkil

Presented by



Coming Soon


